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Foreword
The idea behind Öllöv Original is a shockabsorbing horseshoe with a
grip similar to that of an unshod hoof.
Man has changed the conditions for horses by building many roads
covered with gravel or asphalt. In order to be able to use your horse
full out, you will need a hoof-protection that has other properties than
the tradition steel horseshoe can offer. The steel shoe fills an
important function for the horseowner: it protects the wear of the hoof
when the horse is in use. A new type of horseshoe should naturally
also protect the hoof, but it should have also other qualities that will
decrease the amount of injuries and support the gait of the horse.
There is a great demand for knowledge of the biomechanics of the
horse in order to be able to manufacture a horseshoe which can
enhance the natural gait of the horse.
The inter-disciplinary research project between HGF (AB Halmstads
Gummifabrik) and SLU (The Swedish Agricultural University in
Uppsala) is a step into the right direction. The purpose of the study
was to document the influence of different hoof-protections on the
gait of the horse. Competence within the basic research will provide
the information which later on will be used in the product
development of manufacturing industry.
We would like to express our warmest thanks to all horseowners
whose horses participated in this project. We would not have come
very far without those horses.
We are very grateful for the assistance we received from Börje
Årnedal (Näringslivsservice, Högskolan in Halmstad) to get in touch
with Kunskapsbron (Forskarbyn, IDE’ON Lund). Thanks to the
economic support/grant the project could be carried out.
Helsingborg, August 24, 1998

Uno Yxklinten, Ph.D.
Technical consultant and project leader for Öllöv Original
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Development of alternative horseshoes
The majority of horses have been shod for centuries with steel shoes.
These were developed by taking into consideration long practical
experience. In many cases they give the horse good support, wear well
and is relatively simple to forge according to the form of the hoof for
general hoof protection or for orthopaedic purposes. However,
properties like those of shock absorption or friction cannot be
changed to any appreciable extend.
During the last couple of years, horseshoes have been manufactured
in different materials like metals or metal alloys. Horseshoes made
out of rubber or plastic material have seen the daylight and it has been
maintained that all of them have various good qualities for the horse.
What most of these products though have in common, besides a more
or less wide practical application, is, that they lack, or have very poor
documentation of the qualities which they maintain, should be for the
advantage of the horse. One of the main reasons is, that there is still
very limited knowledge on the function of the hoof, its locomotion
and the impact of the forces on the horse’s leg.
The understanding of the function of the hoof and the horse’s leg and
its ability to absorb large forces without being damaged, has been
improved considerably during the last couple of years, due to a fast
development of technology. This improves also the possibilities to
study objectively the impact, which different kinds of horseshoes
have on the load pattern. Eventually, this could become an important
factor for finding effective methods to decrease and prevent far too
many common injuries for pleasure riding horses as well as for
competing horses.
Through a better understanding of the hoof and the locomotive system
of the horse, it is possible today to manufacture horseshoes with
properties, that can be adjusted to actual and often high expectations
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of performance and to fit different types of surface. This is possible
by being able to change simply the properties of the material, as for
example in a rubber horseshoe, in regard to shock absorption and
friction among other things.
The report in front of us, shows the results from a study regarding the
Öllöv Original rubber horseshoe, its impact on the horse’s locomotive
system on different types of surface, the development of forces
between the shoe and surface, as well as the expansion of the hoof in
the heels. We see this study as one of the first attempts to map, with
modern technology for force and locomotive analysis, properties of
those horseshoes, which are considered to be of great importance to
the durability of the horse and a way for a continuous development
within this area.
Uppsala, September 11, 1998
Stig Drevemo
Professor
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1 Introduction
The modern horse has great problems with its locomotive system.
More than half of all veterinary treatments concern injuries of the
horses’ legs or different types of lameness [1]. The best way to
decrease the frequency of these injuries, is to work towards
preventing them.
In order to be able to use your horse optimally, you will need a
horseshoe with different properties than the traditional steel
horseshoe.
HGF has chosen the unshod hoof as reference. Mankind has changed
dramatically the conditions for the horse during the last century in
respect to surface, training as well as competitions. Let us go back in
time and study the conditions under which horses developed. Horses
are grass-eating flight animals, adjusted for the life on the prairie.
There, the surface can be described as hard but with a good grip and a
certain shock absorption. This type of surface cannot be closer
defined since there are great variations in nature. The anatomy of the
horse and its biomechanics is based on those conditions. A new type
of horse-shoe has to protect the hoof, but it should also provide the
horse with shock-absorption and a grip similar to that of an unshod
hoof on different surfaces. Together with the increase of the training
dose, problems, such as having the hoof last under increased load,
will grow. By using a horseshoe with a rigid core, the forces are
distributed over the entire weight bearing area of the hoof wall, and it
makes it possible to hold the hoof together, preventing it to collapse.
Furthermore, the horseshoe should be easy to apply and it should be
functional. Horseowners, whose horses have been using the Öllöv
Original, have noticed a change in the gait of the horse. Its actions
have become freer and more secure on most types of surfaces. There
seems also to have occurred an improvement of the quality of the
hoofs and horn in those horses using the Öllöv Original. It requires
6

great knowledge about the biomechanics of the horse in order to be
able to manufacture a shoe that enhances the natural gait of the horse.
As manufacturer of the Öllöv Original, HGF is very anxious to
document the properties of different horseshoes, in order to be able to
improve the new product.
In a comparative pilot study between unshod horses, horses shod with
steel shoes and those shod with rubber horseshoes, which was carried
out by SLU in 1993, commissioned by Lone Pedersen [2], results
showed, that the rubber horseshoe had larger similarities with the
unshod hoof compared to the steel horseshoe. All results though were
not statistically secured due to the character of the pilot study.
With this as background, HGF took in 1996 contact with Prof. Stig
Drevemo (Institute of Anatomy and Histology at SLU in Uppsala) in
order to discuss a joint research project. The new study that was
discussed had the following points:
1. A kinematic study involving three groups of horses (9 unshod, 12
shod with steelshoes and 11 shod with rubber horseshoes) on one
hard and one soft surface outdoors, see chapter 2.1. The horses
participated with their normal hoof-protection. The measurements
were carried out at Annelunds Gård in Helsingborg in the
beginning of September 1996.
2. The measurements of the hoof-mechanism, the local interaction of
the horseshoe on the hoof, were made together with the kinematic
study in Helsingborg. Five horses, normally shod with Öllöv
Original were measured. The measurements involved the
expansion of the heels, walking and trotting. After the
measurement these horses were reshod with 8 mm steelshoes and
the measurements were repeated, see chapter 2.2.
3. A kinetic and kinematic study was carried out to study if there is a
difference in the forces acting between the hoof and ground
during the stance phase for the various types of horseshoes. A
pilot study with 7 horses was carried out at the locomotive
laboratory at the SLU in Uppsala during the fall of 1997 and
spring of 1998, see chapter 2.3.
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2 Measurements
The kinematic study and measurements of the hoof-mechanism were
made at Annelunds Gård in Helsingborg on September 4, 1996. The
final measurements with the force measuring plate were made during
the fall of 1997 and spring of 1998. All measurements have been
carried out by Prof. Stig Drevemo’s group at the Institute of Anatomy
and Histology, SLU in Uppsala. Christopher Johnston has been
responsible for the work with the data of the kinematic and kinetic
studies. Lars Roepstorff was responsible for the work regarding the
measurements of the hoof-mechanism and the evaluation of the same.
All three of them, and additional staff at the SLU, participated in all
measurements that were carried out. Uno Yxklinten contributed with
an analysis and discussion and he has produced the illustrations.
HGF as manufacturer, has used the project to increase its
understanding on how different types of rubber compounds will
influence the kinematics of the horse. The rubbershoe used in ref. [2]
will be called rubbershoe A. During the measurements at Annelunds
Gård, another type of polymer was used, which will be called
rubbershoe B. The difference between rubbershoe A and B can be
compared with the difference between summer and winter tires
(spikeless, i.e. friction tires) for cars. In the final measurements, the
force measuring plate, the present Öllöv Original (rubbershoe C)
was used with a polymer similar to the one in rubbershoe A, but with
a far more better wear and tear .
2.1 Kinematic study
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SLU, under the leadership of S. Drevemo, has carried out many
studies involving the locomotive pattern of trotters [3-6]. High-speed
filming of horses is also being done today within breeding as well as
within jumping and dressage [7]. The joints of the horse are marked
with white dots. The horse, at a given speed and gait will then be
filmed with the high-speed camera. The film then is transferred to a
computer which will identify and follow the white dots. This will
result in a lot of data, showing how the different joint-angles will
change during the stride.
The stride can be divided into two moments: a flight phase while the
hoof is in the air, and a stance phase. During the flight phase the hoof
is in the air – it flies, while during the stance phase the hoof will be in
contact with the ground, see fig. 2. What is most interesting, is the
stance phase which can be divided into landing, yield and break-over.

Figure The different joints are marked with dots.
A, carpal joint; B, fetlock joint; C, pastern joint;
D hoof joint.
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2.1.1 Field study
The measurements were made outdoors on two different types of
surface: 1. a dirt track, soft upper layer with a hard ground; 2. a

Figure Stance phase (b-f) defines that the hoof is in contact with the ground. In the
figure landing corresponds with (b-c), load (d) and break-over (e-f). (a) and (g) are
part of the flight phase.

tarmac/asphalt road. The three different types of hoof-protections
were, traditional steel shoes, rubber horseshoes as well as unshod
hoofs. In contrary to other previous studies, we chose to use horses in
the respective groups using their normal hoof-protection,
characteristic for the group. A total of 32 horses participated in the
measurements, 9 unshod, 12 steel-shod and 11 rubber-shod horses.
The camera used, took 500 frames/sec.
2.1.2 Results and analysis
In this study a rubber horseshoe with a good grip on hard surface was
chosen. This rubber compound will be called polymer B (rubbershoe
B). In order to be able to improve the knowledge of the locomotive
system of the horse, you have to be able to distinguish between the
different types of hoof protection.
We will first examine the stance phase where definitions of certain
characteristics in the different joints are made. In below chart the
most important events during the stance phase have been marked with
vertical lines and filled circles marking the interesting values. Those
are: (1) MAVF1,the first local minimum for the angular velocity of
the fetlock joint; (2) HHVzero, the end of the slide phase; (3) MAVC,
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the largest angular velocity of the carpal joint; (4) MOC, maximal
over-extension in the carpal joint; (5) MAVF2, the second local
minimum for the angular velocity of the fetlock joint; (6) MOF,
maximal depression in the fetlock joint; and (7) HO, the heels leave
the surface (break-over). Let us study the unshod hoof and see where
the different loads occur and the meaning of it. As pointed out earlier,
the stride consists out of a flight phase and a stance phase. The hoof
makes its first contact with the surface and brakes, which will lead to
a fast change of the angle of the fetlock joint (MAVF1), see the
vertical line and the blue curve on the upper illustration. During the
brake the carpal joint will bend slightly, see the red curve in the lower
illustration. Directly thereafter the hoof will stop against the surface
(HHVzero). The load on the horse’s leg will increase and the carpal
joint will extend, a fast change of the angle of the joint (MAVC), and
shortly thereafter an over-extension of the carpal joint will occur
(MOC). When the joint is extended, the load will continue to increase
and the fetlock will experience its second fast change of the angle
(MAVF2). The horse experiences a large force on the leg and the
stance phase will take a slower course during the load-phase.
Approximately in the middle of the stance phase the maximum
depression occurs in the fetlock (MOF), and the force on the hoof is at
its highest. At the end of the stance phase occurs a fast phase again,
the break-over (HO). The course of loading varies for the different
hoof-protections on asphalt.
Differences and similarities between the different hoof-protections on
asphalt surface can be seen in Figure 4 and 5. The greatest difference
is the length of the sliding phase.
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Figure 4. Diagram of the different changes of angles of the fetlock and carpal joints
as well as the change of angular velocity during stance phase. Definitions of
important moments. Blue lines relate to angular velocity and red lines to changes in
the angle.
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Figure 5 Illustration showing differences and similarities
between the different types of hoof-protections on asphalt The
moments of loading are marked with different colors.

Figure 6 shows where interesting loads occur. The unshod and the
rubber-shod hoof have similar load sequences during landing 1.
MAVF1; 2. HHVzero; 3. MAVC; 4. MOC; 5. MAVF2; 6. MOF; 7. HO.
Due to the shorter sliding time of rubbershoe B, the end of the sliding
phase will be slightly closer to the first fast change of the angle of the
fetlock joint (MAVF1). However you can see that the sliding time of
the steel shoe is so long that the fast change of the angle of the carpal
joint (MAVC) occurs during the sliding phase, a different sequence in
loading: 1, 3, 2, 4, 5, 6, 7.
No difference was measured in the lengths of the strides or stance
phase. In Fel! Okänt växelargument. we can also notice that certain
moments where loading occurs, do not differ significantly from each
other. This accounts for all data related to joints, which means
everything with the exception of the sliding time which is dependent
on the type of hoof protection.
What is the difference of size of the different angular velocity of the
joints between the different hoof protections? In figure 7 we can see
that generally the rubber shoe B has a slightly higher angular velocity
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Table figure 6 The moments for the different events are shown in % of the stance
phase. The angular velocity of the joints are shown in degrees/ms. Only measured
data from the asphalt surface are shown. The first minimum of the angular velocity
for the fetlock, MAVF1; the length of the sliding time, HHV zero; the highest angular
velocity of the carpal joint, MAVC; the maximum over-extension of the carpal joint,
MOC; the second minimum of the angular velocity of the fetlock, MAV F2; maximum
depression in the fetlock, MOF; Break-over, HO.

Event

Unshod
[%]
[gr/ms]

MAVF1

5,5 (1,3)

HHVzero
MAVC

8,7 (1,2)
12,6 (1,0)

MOC
MAVF2

17,1 (1,2)
20,3 (1,9)

MOF
BO

46,4 (5,0)
85,1 (2,5)

Rubber shoe B
[%]
[gr/ms]

-1,60
(0,22)
-0,54
(0,18)
-0,60
(0,12)
0,95
(0,06)

5,2 (0,9)
6,3 (1,1)
12,9 (2,2)
17,3 (2,2)
20,5 (2,7)
44,4 (2,2)
80,6 (2,4)

-1,83
(0,47)
-0,86
(0,21)
-0,71
(0,23)
1,00
(0,21)

Steel shoe
[%]
[gr/ms]
5,2 (1,1)
12,9 (1,7)
11,8 (2,0)
18,5 (3,2)
21,5 (3,9)
43,7 (1,3)
81,9 (1,8)

Figure 7 Comparison of the local min. of the angular velocity of the joints
for the fetlock and carpal joint [degrees/ms]. The different hoof protections
on asphalt. The first minimum of the angular velocity of the fetlock, MAVF1;
The highest angular velocity of the carpal joint, MAVC; The second
minimum for the angular velocity of the fetlock, MAVF2. U, unshod; R,
rubber shoe B; S, steel shoe.
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-1,44
(0,25)
-0,50
(0,12)
-0,47
(0,16)
0,89
(0,17)

Figure Fel! Okänt växelargument.. Average values of
sliding times for the different hoof protections and
surfaces, standard deviations are in parenthesis. The four
upper ones are from ref. [2]. It is interesting to note that
the rubber shoe B on asphalt has approximately the same
sliding time as on the dirt track in ref. [2].

in the different joints than the unshod hoof and the steelshoe has a
lower angular velocity than the unshod hoof. Rubbershoe B has a
slightly larger angular velocity in the fetlock during landing than the
unshod hoof. This is due to the fact that the hoof adjusts faster to the
surface with the rubber shoe than the unshod hoof, due to a shorter
sliding time. The steel shoe, on the other hand, has a lower angular
velocity in the fetlock joint during landing than the unshod hoof, due
to a longer sliding phase and thus less initial load.
In Fel! Okänt växelargument. we can see that the sliding time varies
between the different types of hoof-protection and surfaces. In the
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figure also slide times are given from a previous study [2], trot 3 m/s.
The measurements were made on a soft surface, dirt track and a hard
surface, concrete. The slide times for the asphalt surface are for trot at
4 m/s. There is a definite difference on a hard surface between a hoof
shod with steel and the other hoof-protections. This is true for the
concrete as well as the asphalt surface. It is interesting to note that the
unshod hoof has the same sliding time on asphalt and concrete. This
is also true for the steel shoe. There is a great significance of polymers
for the sliding time. Rubbershoe A on concrete does not have the
same sliding time as rubber shoe B on asphalt. By working with the
properties of the rubber compounds, it is possible to steer the sliding
times into the desired direction.
Table figure 9. Average values of the vertical and horizontal hoof velocities at
landing with standard deviations within parenthesis. HVVL – vertical hoof velocity,
at landing. HVHL – horizontal hoof velocity at landing.

HVVL

[m/s]

HVHL [m/s]

Unshod
Rubbershoe B
-1,59 (0,09)
-1,67 (0,34)
0,96 (0,53)

1,41 (0,83)

Steel shoe
-1,31 (0,30)
1,62 (0,59)

2.1.3 Conclusion and discussion
The data and illustrations presented from the kinematic study at
Annelunds Gård, are related to hard asphalt surface. The reason for
this is that on a softer surface, which in itself already supplies a good
grip and shock absorption, the importance of which type of hoofprotection used, is insignificant. Kinematic studies on soft surface
register the impact of the surface on the biomechanics of the horse.
On a hard surface, like asphalt (tarmac roads) and hard gravel roads,
the diffe-rence between the different hoof protections can be seen
clearer.
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The significance of the sliding time for the angular velocity of the
joint can be seen clearly in figure 8 and 9. A sliding time that is too
short (rubber shoe B or a studded steelshoe) leads to a higher angular
velocity in the joints in the beginning of the stance phase. A sliding
time which is too long (steel shoe) will result in a lower angular
velocity in the joints than the unshod hoof and will cause the fastest
change of the angle in the carpal joint (MAVC) to occur during the
sliding phase and not thereafter, as it does for the unshod hoof.
Extension of the carpal joint does not differ between the different
hoof-protections, however a slight bending will occur in the carpus
during landing. The bending becomes larger with a horseshoe that
will have a shorter sliding time and most likely the shorter sliding is
compensated with a bending of the carpus. Consequently the angular
velocity will increase since the movement in the joint is larger but the
time is the same. It is interesting to note that the velocity of the hoof
during landing is higher with the shockabsorbing shoe, figure 9. The
least shockabsorbing shoe has a clearly lower vertical velocity at
landing, c.f. -1,67 resp. –1,31 m/s. There is also a difference in the
horizontal hoof velocity where the steelshoe has the largest values and
the unshod hoof the lowest, though the spread between horses in the
respective group is large.
It should be pointed out, that the optimal shoe should have a sliding
time closer to the unshod hoof than that of rubbershoe B, which
would mean that the angular velocity of the carpal joint for this shoe
should not differ that much from that of the unshod hoof.
Due to the analysis above, the manufacturer of Öllöv Original, HGF,
has changed its rubber compound The Öllöv Original of today is
manufactured with a rubber compound called polymer C. Polymer C
has the same friction properties as the older version rubbershoe A
which was tested in ref. [2] but it has much better wear and tear
properties than polymer A.
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2.2 Hoof-mechanism
The general accepted concept is that the hoof-mechanism is important
for the blood supply to the hoof and the distal parts of the leg and thus
for the nutrition of the hoof and quality of the horn. The movement in
the hoof works like a pump and it is necessary for the horse to have
good hoof-quality. The hoof-mechanism is also a part of the horse’s
natural shock absorbing system. What is actually the hoof-mechanism
and how does it work? The most common model for the hoofmechanism is the pressure theory [8,9]. The size of the frog, relative
to the bearing area of the hoof wall, should be trimmed in such a way
that the frog will be in contact with the ground during the load of the
hoof. The force from the leg pushes onto the pastern which will
rotate downwards and exert pressure on the digital cushion. The
digital cushion will also be pressurized from beneath if the frog is in
contact with the ground. This will result in the digital cushion
spreading out and giving pressure onto the cartilage which will make

Figure11. The picture of the hoof on the left side shows how the hoof mechanism
works (i.e. the pressure theory). The cross-section of the hoof is made in the area of
the heel. The large arrows show the external forces on the hoof, and the small
arrows show how the forces are spread inside the hoof. The picture on the right
shows how the depression theory explains the hoof mechanism. Proximal phalanx,
P1; middle phalanx, P2; distal phalanx, P3.
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the hoof expand in the heels.
The other model, the depression theory [10,11], was developed
approximately at the same time, but it does not stress the importance
of the frog for a well working hoof-mechanism. The force from the
leg will exert pressure from above onto the pastern which will exert
direct pressure onto the cartilage and there will be an expansion of the
heels.
2.2.1 Measurements
The practical procedure of the study was made with the help of 5
healthy horses (warmblood), shod with rubber and steel shoes on the
left foreleg respectively. The results were registered in stride (7 steps)
and trot (10 steps), brought forwards at hand on a hard gravel surface.
The expansion of the hoof was registered with the help of a
potentiometer which was fastened with screws on the outer heel wall,
see Figure 12 The potentiometer (ELFA) was connected by a thin
steel wire (Monofil steel, 4/0, Ethicon) which was lead over a roller
on the outer heel and was fastened on the inner heel.
The data was registered on a PC with an AD-card (DAQcard 700,
National Instruments). The sampling frequency was 100 Hz. The
potentiometer was adjusted with a caliper square.
The average value for the expansion of the hoof was calculated for
each horse which was the basis for the calculation of the following
variables: Stance phase of the hoof, maximum expansion of the hoof
(Max), minimum expansion of the hoof (Min), time measured in
percent of the stance time for a maximum and a minimum as well as a
0-expansion, and a positive (AreaP) and negative (AreaN) area during
the expansion curve.
The time for the stance has been normalized to 100 %. Student´s
parade t-test for a double side distribution has been used to analyze
the difference between the Öllöv Original and a steel shoe.
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Figure 12 A drawing showing how the measurements were carried out. One screw
was fastened at the inner heel and the other was fastened with a roller at the outer
heel. A thin metal thread was fastened at the inner heel-screw, over the roller-on the
outer heel which lead to the potentiometer. The potentiometer was connected to a
portable computer which registered the expansion of the heels for each step.

The unshod hoof was not included in this study since there have been
studies made previously on the unshod hoof. Generally it can be said
that the unshod hoof has a larger expansion than the shod hoof. This
is most probably due to the fact that when the shoe is nailed on to
the hoof, the movement of the hoof walls will be locked in the toe and
to a certain extend also in the side parts, which will result in a smaller
hoof expansion.
The frog was well developed on 4 of the 5 horses touching the surface
while the horses were in motion. One of the horses had a smaller frog,
which did not have contact with the surface on the harder ground on
which the measurements were carried out.
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2.2.2 Results
The results of the measurements can be found in 13 and 14. There
was no difference in the stance time between both types of hoof
protection, not in walk nor in trot, max. and min. of the hoof
expansion occurred at the same time for Öllöv Original (Ö.O.) as for
the steel shoe, see Table 3.
Table 13. Data from the measurements of the hoof mechanism. The red
numbers show the difference between the two types of shoes. The average
values of the measured data for the 5 horses and standard deviations within
parenthesis after the measured values.

Stance time[s]
Max [mm]
Time(Max) [%]
Min [mm]
Time(Min) [%]
Time 0-exp [%]
AreaP
AreaN

Walk
shoe B
steel
0,81
0,83
(0,06)
(0,11)
1,28
0,89
(0,41)
(0,25)
23
24
(3)
(5)
0,86
0,77
(0,37)
(0,64)
86
86
(4)
(4)
76
76
(2)
(3)
46
36
(14)
(11)
10
9
(3)
(6)
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Trot
shoe B
steel
0,39
0,37
(0,04)
(0,03)
2,75
2,32
(0,27)
(0,19)
33
34
(2)
(2)
0,59
0,68
(0,33)
(0,54)
81
82
(2)
(5)
72
73
(1)
(3)
45
39
(2)
(2)
4
4
(1)
(3)

Figure 14. The graphs show the normalized average of the hoof
expansion in the heels with the rubber shoe B and steel shoe in walk
and trot.

The measured difference was in the magnitude of the expansion of the
heels. With the Ö.O. this expansion was on the average 1,3 mm in
walk and 2,7 mm in trot while the corresponding values for the steel
shoe were 0.9 resp. 2.3 mm. A comparison between walk and trot
22

showed that the expansion in the heels was more than doubled in the
transition from walk to trot, valid for both types of shoes. During the
walk we have a statistic difference in the expansion of the hoof
between the two shoes, Max (Ö.O) = 1,3 mm compared with the Max
(steel shoe) = 0,9 mm. There remains a difference in the trot,
Max(Ö.O.) = 2,7 resp. Max (steel shoe) = 2,3 mm.
The graphs shown in figure 14 are normalized averages for the 5
horses with each 7 steps/horse and shoe in walk and 10 steps in trot.
The curves show how the hoof expands and contracts in the heels
during the stance phase. When the hoof lands, the heels start to
expand, that means that the distance over the frog increases in the
heels, then the expansion decreases in order to go over into a
contraction during break-over. The maximal expansion in the heels
occurs earlier in walk than in trot. This depends on the fact that the
load / hoof is larger during trot than it is during walk.
2.2.3 Conclusion and discussion
With the above mentioned procedure, a change was measured in the
distance between the outer and inner heel. Vertically the change was
measured between the under edge of the sole and the coronet. If this is
representative for the so called hoof-mechanism, has not been
examined in this study. But an assumption can be made on good
grounds that the expansion in the heels is connected to the hoofmechanism,
The results show that the Öllöv Original. allows increased movement
in the hoof compared to the traditional steel shoe, especially in walk
(44% increase) and in trot (19% increase). In light of the generally
accepted belief that a well functioning hoof mechanism is necessary
for a good circulation of the blood in the hoof and thus directly
necessary for a good horn-quality. The study, which now has been
carried out, shows, that Öllöv Original has a positive effect on the
function of the hoof compared to a traditional steel shoe.
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2.3 Force-measuring plate
The project involved measurements of the horizontal and vertical
forces (kinetic registration) between the hoof and surface (forcemeasuring plate) as well as the registration of the geometry of
movement during the stance phase (kinematic registration). The Öllöv
Original, which was tested during fall of 1997 and spring of 1998,
was made out of a rubber compound which was mentioned in the end
of chapter 2.1.3, the polymer C (called rubber shoe C in this trial
series).
2.3.1 Measurements
The project was carried out in the locomotive laboratory of the
Institute of Anatomy and Histology, SLU, Uppsala while using the
Bertec force measuring plate (Bertec Corporation, Ohio, USA), and
the Proreflex videoanalysis system, 240 Hz
(Qualisys AB,
Göteborg).
The force-measuring plate was prepared with an fiber cloth surface,
covered with a layer of
appr. 1cm sand in order
to resemble as close as
possible a “normal” sand
surface with a compact
bottom. To reproduce the
velocity within each
horse and the length of
the steps so that the right
hoof landed on the forcemeasuring
plate
3
cavaletti bars were used.
Figur 15. Definition of the different angles of the Seven healthy, unlame
horses, ridden forward in
joints in a forelimb. A. carpal joint; B, fetlock
joint; C, pastern joint; D, hoof joint
a working trot, were used
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in this study. Kinetics and kinematics of the right front and hind legs
were registered from each horse unshod , shod with steel shoes and.
rubbershoe C. Each type of hoof- protection was registered at least 5
times for each horse during one and the same day.
2.3.2 Results
2.3.2.1 Kinetics
The force-measuring plate is a way to determine the forces interacting
between the hoof and the surface during stance phase. During the
measurements kinetics and kinematics were combined, which means
that measurements were made simultaneously of the forces and
changes of angles of the joints during the load of the hoof. As we
have mentioned earlier, the measurable differences decrease if the
surface is not compact, which will give you a grip and a certain shock
absorption. A loose layer of sand over a hard surface does not provide
a good grip for the hoof, c.f. a layer of small stones. The result of the
study shows that there is not a large difference between the different
shoes, since the force-measuring plate had a loose upper layer of sand,
compared with chapter 2.1 soft surface. The horses were brought
forward in a easy working trot by a rider and it is interesting to see the
size of the load on the hoof. The largest force measured was in the
middle of the stance phase where the depression in the fetlock was
largest, approximately 7000 N, which would correspond to 700 kg.
The horizontal force was approximately one tenth of it, 700 N,
corresponding to 70 kg. Let us describe the stance phase with the help
of the force-measuring plate. In Figure 16, a schematic drawing is
shown of the foreleg of the horse and its angles of the joints in
combination with the horizontal and vertical forces acting on the
hoof. During the sliding phase a local maximum will occur, the first
red circle on the blue curve in figure 11 (1. horizontal brake). At the
end of the sliding phase the force has reached a local minimum and
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increases thereafter because the horse will put more weight on the
hoof, the loading phase starts (2. horizontal min. loading).
Approximately in the middle of the stance phase that force will
change its sign, which depends on the fact that the horse shoots away
from the ground and the force acts in the opposite direction, thus the
change of signs, (3. horizontal max. loading). The vertical force on
the hoof has a small fluctuation during landing in order to increase
softly during the first half of the load and to reach its highest value at

Figur Fel! Okänt växelargument.. This illustration shows the stance phase och forcemeasuring plate. It also shows the horizontal (blue) and vertical (red) forces that were
measured. The blue and red circles show the different max. for the different force
curves. 1. Horizontal brake; 2. Horizontal max. loading; 3. Horizontal min. loading; 4.
Max. vertical loading.

the maximum depression in the fetlock, (4. max. vertical loading).
Thereafter the force decreases when the load decreases.
The kinetic registration, see Table 4, shows only a statistical
difference of the force data for the three types of hoof-protection,
namely under the horizontal brake. The force of the brake of the
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Table 17. Force data and horizontal velocity of the hoof during landing for front and
hind leg and all three types of hoof protection, average values. Definitions of forces are
found in figure 10. Standard deviations within parenthesis under the values.

Front leg
unshod

Horizontal hoof
velocity at landing
[m/s]
1. Horizontal brake
[N]
2. Horizontal min.
load [N]
3. Horizontal max.
load [N]
4. Max. vertical
force [N]

1,1
(0,3)
-815
(175)
-920
(205)
675
(125)
7240
(810)

Shoe C

1,5
(0,1)
-900
(160)
-960
(235)
700
(65)
7240
(800)

Hind leg
steel

1,5
(0,2)
-925
(85)
-960
(130)
675
(125)
7540
(760)

unshod

1,1
(0,5)
-635
(205)
-530
(215)
675
(195)
5660
(590)

Shoe C

1,4
(0,2)
-690
(180)
-555
(195)
640
(160)
5480
(630)

steel

2,2
(0,7)
-665
(140)
-545
(220)
655
(200)
5680
(460)

unshod hoof is significantly lower than that of the rubbershoe C and
the steel shoe, while there is no difference noticed between the
different horseshoes. The most probable reason for this is that the
horizontal velocity of the horses hoof was much lower without shoes.
With the shoe, both rubber-shoe C and the steel shoe, the horizontal
hoof velocity of the foreleg at landing was 1,5 m/s. For the unshod
hoof the corresponding number was 1,1 m/s. It is difficult to say what
this depends on, but most probably the horses were somewhat sore in
the hoofs since they were used to shoes under normal circumstances.
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2.3.2.2 Kinematics
The kinematic part of the study did not give any results or very small
differences between the different types of hoof protections. The small
differences were noted in the hoof and pastern, no statistic difference
though could be established.
Since this is to be considered as a pilot study, there were not enough
horses in order to be able to draw any definite conclusions. The soft
layer of sand over the hard surface gave a poor grip for the hoof and
worked almost as a layer of small stones, which resulted in a long
sliding time for the horses. There was no statistic difference of the
sliding time between the different types of hoof protection on the
mentioned surface.
2.3.3 Conclusions and discussion
Since the sliding time is the same between the different types of hoof
protections, the kinetic and kinematic data did not show any, or very
small differences between the different types of hoof protections. This
is probably due to the fact that the surface dominated the interaction
between the hoof and surface, and the significance of the shoe became
secondary. On a harder surface, with a better grip, one will test the
interaction between the shoe and the surface which is being reflected
in the change of the force and angles of the joints.
Interesting observations should be mentioned since these could lead
to a new series of tests with another angle of approach than in the now
carried out series. The small differences that were observed in the
phalangial joints are very exciting to examine further, since those can
give us a better understanding on how the hoof mechanism works.
Future studies should also involve rubbershoes with different shock
absorbing properties and hardness.
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3 Summary
The research project between HGF and SLU has given HGF the
possibility to study the influence of different polymers on the gait of
the horse. In the earlier measurements from 1993 [2], a type of rubber
compound was used, which we called rubber shoe A. In the study at
Annelunds Gård in 1996, a test-shoe was used with a much better grip
on asphalt and concrete, rubbershoe B. By using these and other
measurements of friction between the shoe and surface, the Öllöv
Original of today has a rubber compound with similar friction
properties to the unshod hoof, c.f. rubbershoe A in ref [2], or see
figure 6. HGF can design the rubber compound according to the
desired friction and shock absorbing properties.
The study in Annelund Gård, chapter 2.1, show clearly the differences
that occur between shoes with different sliding times. Differences
occur mainly on hard and rigid surfaces. It should be pointed out that
the existing differences occur only in the first part of the stance phase,
namely the landing. During the load and break-over phase the
difference is very small.
On a softer surface, the surface in itself will provide grip and shock
absorption during landing and the following load. As the study shows,
there will be none or very small differences between the Öllöv
Original and the steel shoe on these surfaces. This was also noted in
the pilot study of 1993 [2].
The sliding of the hoof at landing is a topic for great discussion, Fig 6.
Öllöv Original of today has a sliding time that should be compared
with the unshod hoof on most surfaces, even asphalt and concrete (the
shorter sliding time for rubbershoe B in the study at Annelunds Gård
is due to the fact that the rubber shoe used there had a very good grip
in order to see the difference between different types of hoofprotection).
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In chapter 2.2 the measurements show that Öllöv Original has a
positive effect on the movement in the hoof under loading. The so
called hoof mechanism is better than with a 8 mm steel shoe. The
increase of the expansion of the heels, when changing from steel
shoes to Öllöv Original, was 44 % in walk and 19 % in trot. The
improved hoof-mechanism with the rubbershoe is believed to give
better blood circulation in the hoof and consequently a better
quality of the horn and hoof.
The kinetic and kinematic pilot study, chapter 2.3, was carried out in
a laboratory where the conditions for the experiment were simulated
in order to resemble a hard surface with a relatively thin and loose
upper layer. The results show mainly no difference between Öllöv
Original (rubbershoe C) compared to traditional steel shoes,
respectively the unshod hoof.
Some horses show a certain tenderness on the hard surface (asphalt)
after removal of the shoes and where therefore left out in the
comparison with the two other shoe alternatives. A subjective
observation from a clinical point of view though was that some horses
showed a clearly improved gait on the hard surface with the Öllöv
Original compared to the unshod and the steel shod hoof.
The three parts of the study have contributed to an improved
understanding of the biomechanics of the horse and its influence on
the hoof protection/surface. The study shows that Öllöv Original is
comparable with the traditional horseshoe for riding horses in regard
to motion and load when the riding is done on hard surface with a
loose layer of sand on the surface. On asphalt, or stone covered roads,
the Öllöv Original of today is more similar to an unshod hoof than a
steel shoe regarding sliding time and probably also during the
following loading.
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One of the most important properties of Öllöv Original has not been
covered in the above mentioned study. In the pilot study of 1993 [2],
shock absorption was measured of an unshod hoof, a hoof shod with a
steelshoe and one shod with a rubber shoe on concrete. The
rubbershoe (Ö.O.) gave a complete shock absorption during the
vertical acceleration during landing on concrete. While the steelshod
hoof generated high-frequency vibrations which were transferred over
to the hoof. The significance of the shock absorbing properties of a
horseshoe or the surface have been studied by J. Burns [11] at the
Bristol University. In his Ph.D. thesis he studied the impact of the
different surfaces and horseshoes (steel, aluminium and rubber, Ö.O.)
on the vibrations that originate when the hoof is landing and then are
transmitted into the soft parts of the hoof. The final conclusion of
Burn’s thesis is: Öllöv Original makes the hard and rigid surface soft.
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4 Glossary
Horizontal Hoof Velocity zero – the time at which the
horizontal velocity of the hoof is zero, with respect to the
ground.
HO
Heel Off - time at which the heels of the hoof leave the
ground.
MAVF1
first local Minimum in Angular Velocity Fetlock –
MAVF2
second local Minimum Angular Velocity Fetlock –
MAVC
Minimum Angular Velocity in Carpus –
MOC
Maximum Overextension in Carpus –
MOF
Maximum Overextension in Fetlock –
Stance phasethe time of the step at which the hoof is in
contact with the ground
Velocity of the angle- change of angle per time unit.
HHVzero
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